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This instruction4;boOklet is one of a series prepated by the

Special Cam unity Service and7Cdntinuing Education staff at Texas A&M

University. Its purpose is to introduce a diverse body of adult educa-

tion program planners to basic concepts integral to and alternative
.

strategies appropriate for candUcting needs assessments.. A broad base

of research and info nation relevant to practide,has been'tapped in

, .

the development of the series.
. $

. ' .

This series is not in its final fonIMI.but is rather "in develop-

rT.nt" as prepared for one-on-,crie testing in conjunction with a collection

of adult education practitioners. Refinements are to be'IM4de sUbse-

qUent.to one-on-one, small group and field testing.'

Recognition is given to those agencies and individuals who'have

cohtributed to 4e development ofthiS,series:
.

.U.S. Office of Education, 'Department of HeakthiEducation and

Welfare, for providing funding;..

.

ParticipantS in the pilot"test activities for geTrating case

*sr

study applicationg: Mr.-David R.. Chagoya,.Mrt Robert Felder;
-

Ms. Alice Franzke, Mr. Jon.Jahh,son, Si. Maria J: Leavy, Mr. Jose,.

D. 'Leza; fames Mahoney; Jr. , ...G. M. Mill: urn,/ Jr. ,

, . .
"

Capt. Wil],iart,J. Sd rank,. Ms. Lois Scefj0and4fr. Charles Weichert.
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Persons desiring additional information-about the instructional

booklets in, this series p1e contacti

Dr. Paulette T. "Beatty
Adult And Extension Education

College of Education
Texas A&14 1 University

College Station,.Texas 77843
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The work preseneed.herein was performed pursuant to a grant from
,°.he U.S. Office Of Education, Deperthent oftHealth, Education and

Welfare (G007904214).. .Emever, the opinions expressed herein do not
necessarial reflecEthe posidan or policy of the U.S.°Cffice of Edu-

s
catiop and no Officia;.'endorsment by the U.S. ?office of Education
should be-inferred'
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DETEININING IICW TO ,II7I'ERPRET DIFORYIATICN

Introduafticn

Analogy

This booklet is very niuch lifte getting at'the root of a problem.

Let us suppose that the problem is about fleas ticks that ador-

,-able pet of yours whom you are about to christen either "Mobile Flfa

Market #1" or the "Tick and Flea Capital of North Gulch ".

Those who have lived through such infestations would certainly

not hesitate to say,:"We have a problem". Something must be done." How-

ever, just knowing that you hive a problem --one dog with ticks and

0
fleas--is not the end of yokir quest. If you have any plans to do some-

.

thing about the.situatio --and all of sane mind would--you'will want

to know why, all of a sudden, you are overrun with the varmints because,

obviously, a number of alternatives lie before you fn terms of remcv40

, the problem. These alternatives may range from doing the poor dog .in,

to sending him on ari extended visit, to the in-laws, to rowing the lawn,

I: to spraying the carpets and drapes, to heaven knows what. You see, in

fact a lot-of dogs have ticks *and fleas,a lot of people are faced with

enerillithe problem; and before time and money is invested in changing

the Situation, it only makes sense to tee really what is causing the

problem. Maybe your pet has been dipped monthly and never was infested

before. Maybe yourohildren brought in a mutt from the neighborhood

1

8

V
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ands that is what precipitated the onslaught. Pexhaps:'7'it is jpstthat
,

you have moved into If hone id which an infested pet had lived with the

previous owners and the period of dormancy passed; they areraring

to go and your pet is just what they are locking for. Perhaps;

it has saved'the day that you have just engaged Orkin for quarterly
.. --, -__

, .

exteiminaticn services and that has provided,some protection. Perhaps

your youngster is a hiking enthusiast-and has gotten the spring hiking,

bug again, along with a few other bugsnamely ticks anefleas. If

this is the case, then you may simply wish to turn yOur garage into a

debriefing center.

In effect, prior to-any of your decisiCms to act upon a. problem

situation, you either intuitively or very explicitly detail what is

causing the situation to exist. Only then can yikbearmea with what

you could call a reasOnable interpretation of the meaning of ti;esit-;.:

uation, with an awareness of what is at work. Then, and Only then, are

you ,prepared to select from among the causes of the problem and eliminate

the causes one by One. Or, as in the case of having recently engaged ,

b.
Orkin, capitlize 'on that effect and have then come _for an- add

interim visit. Action that attempts to get at the causes is generally

the only realistic approach to changing a situation with which you are. .

faced. A frontal attack on the ticks and' ileas though laudable may

help win the battle but it will never conquer the war.

In this booklet we will be helping you to determine in the most,

accurate way, why the needs which have been identified so far in the

needs assessment process exist. Armed with this information, you will

be fully prdpared for action;' namely, to build programs which will

fff
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eliminaterneeds by'attacking.the probldm at its roots.

Purpose

This booklkis writtento serve multiple purposes. First, we

will help you to deterMine pacting need whic4.you have
/ /

.identified. Secondly, in a manner very similar to what have pre-
_

'sented,to you in booklets two, three and four, we will lead you:to

determine the sources of force data, the appropriate strategies for

gatherihg this force information and the proper methods `for summarizing

your force information.

.Linkage

PreviotLy,,in booklets one .through four, we have offered

tance in. your determination of the types of need information you should

collect, where you should go to obtain this information, how you should

proceed to gather your need information, and finally, how you should

organize the collected need information.

In this booklet we will assist you in your identification of the

forceb that cause the needs'to exist,detenninipg-wreyou should gb

to obtainthis information; how you Should proceed in gathering your

force'iniorrilation't-and-lagtly; weewill advise `you of the methods you

-
might use to summarize'your-collected force information.

rt is our belief that prc ded with sufficient information on the-
!,

existing needs as well as thee forces impacting such needs, you will be

in an-ideal position to bring closure to your, needs assessment under-

*.

taking and to' egin some program planning to remediate ihe needs. You

' - O.
t

'will have identified and diagnosed,needs.-

Rationale

10

all .

I
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At this stage, we can assume that sane needs' have been identified.'

qn other words, youilthe found out that there exist same discrepancies

between the present order of,things.and,the achievemnt of desired

goals, Howeve.ti to adequately understand any given_need,-you must

work to identify thbse factots, or forces, that influence the needs.

It is only:with'an understanding of ete forces impacting needs that we

can know what should\be done to reduceOr eliminate the need,

Next, as in the identification of need data, it is important t*Ft

you verify the presence; direCrEion, and magnitude,of those forces with

information fran relevant sources. You need tiedetelmine, whether4...
.authorities, representative segments of your target population and

sate relevant pri!nted informatica;,can best provide you with valid in-,

formation orf forces.

Then, it is up to you to decide on appropriate strategips for

gathering valid.and reliable information on the`forces impacting needs.

. These gathering strategies from either the key informants or printed

informatiOn must be feasible strategies for yqu.

what.r4liains in this booklet is the organizationof(the

force inforMstian' collected. You shard summarize your force infor-
.

-

mation by filtering out irrelevant data, condensIngaike data and

ir clustering the canposite data base in a,format most appropriate for.2

. .

'your institutional, use.

Determining Forces Tmpacting Needs

''--" Conceptt
c'.

. _ .

The main focus in ,this section is the introduction of the coribep t.

1 t . . .

of force. We,will also orient you to the process of identifyihg
,e0
i

2 I



Booklet Five contd. 5

positive and negativefOrces that 1:earsignificaAt strength in impact-

ing needs.

0

Force is defined as airy _physical, social or psychological entity

_which contributes either to the dete1ioration 'or-to the improvement of
o ,A

a given si tiOn or social phencnenonin this instance--a need.

Forces are, when taken in their entirety, those factors responsible

for a given condition or need.' They affect, either positivelyfor neg-
.; .

atively, a given phenomenon with varying degrees of intensity. It is
r

/
commonly assumed4hat conditions exist because no one has tried to

make the conditions any different. However, when a condition is ex-

aMined more closely, it becomes.clear that there are a large number

and variety of forces at work which, together, preVent

changes of any kind from occurring. For c4arriple, is Director of the

riexak' COuntyltitmen's"Center, lou'are.%gcncerned at the low, level of

employment of female heads of households in the county, a 78% unemploy-
:'14.

ment rate. "If.you are ultimately to change this situation of need, P.

youmust identify probable forces at work, determine reliable sources

1r
to:inform you about the forces at work, determine "best to approach

the sp4ces, and finally organize theinformation you have aibtained.
:

it is possible that positive and negatiVe forces such as 'the following'

arp at work here: persona]. or public transportation, marketable

policies 'on the employment of Wcmen,curren job market co6ditions

family role beliefs and values, family 'c status, self concept,

previous job history, basic literacy level and 6Q1, ory.racj.al status.

Process

Adult education program planners are faced with the task of

.



Bookl Five contd. 6
identifying those faces which are impacting the needs. Therefore, we

suggest that you.follow-a threaLstep.prccedure,for getting this job

done.
4

First, far each identified need, make a comprehensive liSting of

forces which are judged likely to be impacting it. The forces may be
-

positive forces; namely/ those thaeqiontribute to the improvempint of

the given phenomenon; those that function as the "good guys"; those-
-,

which-work toward Q remediaticn of the identified need. The forces

may also be negative fo , namely, those that impede the improvement

of the given phenokenon; those that function as the "bad guys"; thou
)

which work toward the flourishing of the identified need. In develop-
.

ing the list, you may want to start with brainst8rming some positive

or degative forces that are'intrinsic to the persons who own the need.

They may be re,lated to the individuals' attitudes and values, their

behaviors or actions; or to-their possession of sped is knowledge orV
skills, Additionally, you May then wish to mbve on to those,other

extrinsic factors that may account for the need state. Sc me of these

relate to personal resources, others to the physical envixonmeni,

socialehvironment, community institutions, whether public or private

and the domain of soathl norms and prevailing values. These Thtrinsic

and extrinsic forces would provide valUable clues in explaining given

i^ need states.

To better illustrate the'silUation, let us.giveyou one example..

Let us say that you are the Civilfan Personnel. Officer of Jeffersok

tr
Air Force Base and you are presented with an identified need for develop-

*
ing a management* intern training program for the civilian'employees.

`qv

V
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You may find that same of the positive forces facing the need are:

tht management's desire to retain highly qualified currently employed

personnel, the projected high retirement rate in middle and top level

management positions,-the legal support for-upWard mobility programs .

of this type from the Equal Employment Opportunity Program, the Fed-

eral Women's Program, support.fram the Government Employees Labor Union;

and good feedback from previa:Us programs of a similar nature nation?

wide in the other branches of the military. At the same you may

beabie to identify same negative forces impacting the needqbuch as:'

the unstable employment practices due to frequent age-lc-I/manpower re-

ductians, the application of veterans' preference hiring practices

Which tend to exclude a large percentage of the population from employ-

/.

sent opportunity; the quota setting by such programs as Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity, Federal Women's Programs and Labor Unions which tend

either to obstruct or retard, the'employee selection process; same

.lccally established personnel criteria which tend to restrict movement

between career fields; and the increased difficulty in adequately

projecting retirement rates under the impact of an accelerating many.

Our std step is ready to be undertaken. Once you ha'(ie prepared

a canprehensive list of possible forces impacting need, you will want

to assess the relative strength or magnitude of each force, positive

or negative, in causing the need situation. In the'\above example, you

would probably find that management's desire to attract and retain

highly qualified civilian personnel and the anticipated high retire-

ment rate are very'strong positive forces, while good feedback from

,

iprevious programs s, a moderately strong positive force. You might also
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think frequent manpower reduction is a strong negative force upon the

identified need.

Third; you have to decide what forces should be included at this

Oime for verification by appropriat sources. Would yai like to include

Only thoseaqterately to very strong. negative forces and only the mod-
. 4

erate to very strong positive forces, or would you rather specig the

inclusion of all forces except those nega!tive ones that are weak

to have import on the need state: It is m.fortant to note, that

forces of moderate to great strength whiCh can be verified as impacting

needs can later be advantageouslymanipulated'in the remediatiqn of

needs. One could accentuate, enlist or capitalize on the positive

forces; while at the same time, one could inactivate; reduce, or elim-

inate the negative forbes.at work. .

Thus, the Principle for Practice is that needs assessors should

identify a broad array of positive and negative forces of significant

' strength in impacting needs. -N\

Determining Source .of F..--

In this section, we are not going

concepts oh sources. No new definitiOns are

going to review with you the three main sources of information as-we

have presented than in tocklet TWb, Determining Where Information Can

Be Found, and also review with you some basic criteria that you may

use in the final selection of sources.

A source is an indiviciuAl, group of individuals, or a pieceof

written informationthat can provide you with valid and reliable data

relative to the forces impacting the need. The sources we suggest here
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for'soliciting force information are similar to the sources -that you

oanapioroach,in getting-yolk. need ormation. They are. the authorities,

your target pobUlation, and same relevant printed info5Tation.

we pr,Opose, as before, that you brainstorM,a list of insti-

tutions -am d:ind42dentindiriduals who have special knowledge and

experience about the forces to be explored in the study. Then, choose

'a workable numbeeof
tt
these inatitutions or Independent individual

authorities-that yo4 wuia actually approach because they te

significantly or4Uniqqfly to the realization the goalaidentified,

in your -study therefoie should be knowledgeable about forces at

work..

Secondly, me 'suggest that you identify a representative. sample pf

your target populatien to allow for their intut into the identifica-
.

tion of those.foroetImpacting the needs attributed to than. You may

A

4

also want to have than classified in terms of important population

characteristics ad* that you know who in your target group has identi-'

,
fled the torces, impacting the need.

,
Finally, wertoommend that-you locate same possible documents

or printed inforMation that may give you data relating to the forces

causing need. Here, again, we advise you to assess the printed infor-

*ion according to its geographical, legal,. political, ethical and

16 temporal accessibility. want'to.tap only those (*documents

that are accessible to your study.

Thus,,the Principle for'Practice is that needs assessors should

identify appropkiate sources to obtain information on what forces are

at work for any given 'need.
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Determining 'Strategies for Gathering.Force Information

In the follawir!cr paraqraphs, as in the previous ones, we will not

introduce' any.'ne.;ocrIcePte or new steps for yoUto undertake. We would
,

like Only to refresh your, memory on the definitions of and procedures

for collection and retrieval strategies. This time, they are identi=-
77.7.

fied as strategies for gathering-force information.

As mentioned before,-oplleetionstrategies'are defined as methods

for collating or obtaining force dataifrali either the authorities

the target population. After developing a list of collection strate-

gies for force'data, it is-of critical importance that you select fran

themloreadhsodrar4rily those that are feasible to carry out and

also that=can provide you with valid a'nd'reliable data. Take into

coriSideraticn the requisites'for'implepanting each strategy;; assess.,

one .f than according po.the hurban skills., personnel,.time, finan-
-

.

al resources and physical:resources-required for implementation.

Retrieval strategies, are ways of extracting relevant force data-

fram available printed information. The written materials should be

cadparedto theEurpose, definitions of goal concept, geographical

coverage, population,'time frame, 'and methodology of your needs aisess-,

rent and judged for relevance to your study. The closer the sources

correspond to the six criteria, the more likely you can make uselof

these readily available materials. However, it should not core as

a surprisq that you may negd.tomake certain adjustments in some partS

because of differences identified.

Thus, the Principle for Practice is that needs assessors should

identify appropriate strategies for gathering information on the forces

4

'77..7.7
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imtiacting. needs. ep

11.
4

Determining Methods for ummariing Force Info nation
.

In Our last booklet, Determining How to'SummariZe Information, we

' asked you to refleOt upon the three methods we proposed for organizing

your need 'information. `They are filtration,. condensation and clutter- ,

ing. The same-three processeicr approaches can be repeated to sum-

marize your force ititormatiOn. Here again, we will he reviewing con-
,.

cepts and processes ratAer,than introducing new arses.

Filtration is the process of selectively screening out certain

.r
forte data on the basis oNlearly identified criteria. We suggest ,

that you screen.your foi-ce data by deleting those that show an absenc
, )

of impact on the identified need and those foirces that are very weak,
.

or almost imperceptible. You should alSOATilter out data that indi-

go,

cate a. probable or evolutionary dissolution of the force in the neat

future and tHose data relating to a force which bears little or no

linsfrurrental relationship to other forces and whichilould,,ult.una400ttely

he altered indirectly thrINgh plans of action directed toward'other

forces.

Condensation of force data is the process of translating force

' data' fran one form to t9 redude in ormatipn overload. It also
4

warks to facilitate the analysis, storage and reporting of rao-sdata.

We propose that yoU condense'yourforce data first according to major

types of forces such as economic or social 'forces..

Clugtering is the process of grouping the composite data base

jlidged of significant magnitude, immediacy, instrumeiltal'value and

alterability; and subsequently condensed in various wails fran the raw

18
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data form. The composite force data can be clustered in terms of goals,

) in terns of subgrctips tf the target population and in terms of the forces.

Such an organization of force data will give you and your institution

a camprehensive view of the diversified for6es impacting needs. It

provides a.4uepFint,fol(the development of congruent?, collaborative,

integrated and selective programming to remediate the identified needs.

Thus,.the Principle for Practice is that needs assessors should

identify appropriate methods for summarizing force information.

SumMary

We have presented in booklets one through four the four Major,

issues related to the collection of need information-=determining what

information .to collct, where informaticil can be-found, has to gather

.

'information and how to sOLbmarize information. In bOoklet, we

have tried to help you to interpret the need information collected by

Identifying positive or negative forces impacting.the needs..
4

We have alsoded you'through the time processes for determining

what force information to collect, where that information is to be

40ound, how that information is to be obtained and how that information

is to be summarized.
.

Forces are any physical, social or psychological entities which

'contribute either to the deterioration or to the 4rovement of a

given situation or social phenomenonin this instancea need. They

affect an identified need either positively or negatively with vary-

ingdekgrees of intensity:- It istimportant for needs assessors to

. identify a broad array of Positive and negative forces of significant,

strength thatiMpact upon needs.

v
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,'The.three major, sources of force i.mformation are identical to the

'sources of need information.' They are the authorities, th.target pop-
.

ulation and'the available printed information. To seek valid anTre-
,,

'liable force inforMation, we must strive to solicit input froth auihor-

ities that contribute significantly or uniquely to the realization of

,-goals, a represent'ati7ie sample of the actual. owners of needs, and
. ,

printed information that is judged-geographically, legally, politically;

ethically and temporally accessible.

. Appropriate strategies for gathering force information refer to

both good collection strate4ieS'for getting force data from your key
4 -

informants and proper retrieval strategies to extract force data from

available printed.nformation. ,Collection strategies are to be.assessed

in terms of,-their feasibility and capability of yielding reliable and

valid data. At the ,sane time, 'appropriate retrieval' strategies would

lead you to ayaildble printed information which is either identical ta

or compatible with the purpose, olfinitions of, goals, geographical-

4
area, population, time frame and methodology of your needs assessment,

Once force information is collected, we suggest that you undergo

tha.samdiarccesses of summarization as you did for your needs,imf6F-

matian. i;e:yrcpcse that you fi1ter'out_fOrce data that hole little

or no-impact on the identified needs; deletz those forces that might

eventually be dissolved a timately be al through action

directedtoward other instrumental, forces; and your screened.

data, either qccording to same force types, or according to the rela-

tionship between the forces and the needs. Finally, to' better facil-

itate the presentation of force data, Lt is that you

r-N40'
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cluster the composite data in ternis of goalS',sukgroups of your target
,

population, and the forces' you'identify,assItinificant in impacting the

need.

In this booklet, you -'have been provided with a process for deter-

mining forces that impinge upon real needs. This booklet constitutes
to.

the last portion of our needs assessment process.,

It is anticipated that through a review of sane of the centriL

considerations of the needs assessment process,'you have been suffi-

ciently Prepared to begin-to build programs to remediate the. needs

which you have both identified and diagnoied. It is anticipated that

you have been fortified with a solid foundation from which program .

deigns can flow. It is acknowledged that, although such a base is

no guarantee of future quality programming, it isthevmost defensible

posture from which to 4age in building.eduoational and service pro-

grans
.4

..
.

Lts

for adults. It the stage for your significant-contribution

to the improvement of quality of 14.fe for ourladu4 population.

Lastly, it is recommended that you briefly review thelhiocklet,

. '

An introduction to Needs Assessment for a capsule of the entire needs

-rom
assessment process and its centrality to the more ccmprehensive role

of a program planner in tnearena of adult education.
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